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Signing into the Tutorial

Every week, you are expected to sign into your practical class.
In order to do this, please enter the following at a command line prompt:

SignIn

Please note that this command is case sensitive.
You will be informed if you have correctly signed into the practical.
Any student that does not do this shall be assumed to be absent from

the practical. You have been warned!

Practical Questions

Answer each of the following questions (questions marked (*) are to be
completed in your own time):

1. What action trace violates the following safety property? Try to an-
swer this first without using the LTSA tool!

property PS = (a -> (b -> PS | a -> PS) | b -> a -> PS).

2. Two warring neighbors are separated by a field with wild berries. They
agree to permit each other to enter the field to pick berries, but also
need to ensure that only one of them is ever in the field at the same
time. After negotiation, they agree to the following protocol:

• When a neighbor wishes to enter the field, they raise their flag.

• If they see there neighbor’s flag raised, then they do not enter
the field. If they do not see a flag then they may enter the field
and pick berries.

• On leaving the field, the neighbor lowers their flag.

Assuming we have two neighbors, answer the following questions:

(a) Model the above algorithm as a process definition1.

(b) Using your process model, specify and verify that your algorithm
does indeed satisfy mutual exclusion (ie. both neighbors may not
enter the field at the same time).

(c) Using your process model, specify and verify the progress prop-
erty that ensures that each neighbor will eventually get into the
field.

1Look at your coursework questions to see how to model flags!
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(d) (*) Are there any adverse circumstances under which individual
neighbor might not get into the field?

(e) (*) What happens if a neighbor is greedy (ie. they hog the
berries)?
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